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The Falke Twins
January 23 2011 at 12:46 PM

Michael Meijer  (Login M.Meijer)

With the latest entries from Britain and the Netherlands, Falke appears to have made another set of 'twins', or same rifles with an identical serial number. 
 I think this is another feature that makes these model 80/90 rifles remarkable! 

  
The model 70 rifle had no serial number on it, if I remember correctly, as I sold mine. 

 Perhaps the owners of such break-barrel models can confirm this? 
 The model 80 and 90 carry numbers that, to my mind, were not intended primarily as a serial number but to keep breech and loading tap together; hence a number punched into the

breech ánd handle. In other words, the (initial) emphasis was on a proper production to which these digits were used, not on a registration of production per sé. 
  

Deciding on a loading tap when designing an airrifle has a few setbacks: it is not easy to make it as airtight as possible. 
 As a consequence it complicates production ánd it is expensive. 

 The best option is to make it a conical, or slanted, tap in a similar fitting. Only in that way you can achieve a very tight fit by grinding and lapping the body and tap 'into each other'. 
  

While boring a cilindrical hole is straightforward, simple and quick, the manufacturing of a cilindrical tap is just as easy. This considerably cheaper construction is never going to be as
airtight however, despite the application of o-rings like on the later Airsporter Marks. 

  
Hence the labour intensive construction of a conical tap on the Mk1 and Mk2 Airsporters, designed on the old principles of pre-war rifles, while there was a skilled labour force that
accepted relative low wages in the'40's and 50's. 

 And, with the model 80/90 supposedly build on the BSA Airsporter Mk1 design, Falke went of course the same way in the 50's. 
  

Hence a breech and loading tap that were mated, probabely by hand. 
 I presume that BSA, with their much bigger volume produced, did most of this fitting mechanicly, and perhaps the lapping (a sort of very fine grinding) also tool-assisted, but Falke was of

course a very small manufacturer with lesser tooling and production procedures. 
 You then have an unique pair - meaning only one breech and tap have an optimal fit together - and thus was a positive identification imperative. 

 I think that those german craftsmen that did the lapping, also punched the numbers in. 
 It would explain the non-uniformity of how these digits were applied as I am sure this was done by hand. 

  
And since this mating was done before a barrel or compression tube was soldered on, I can imagine how a supply of mated - and numbered - breeches with loading taps was moved around
or stocked in an irregular fashion, depending on how soon complete models 80 or 90 were needed or indeed, could be completed. 

  
What I find intrigueing is that the thorough administration the germans were known for seemed to have been absent here. 

 The resulting chaos, the extent of which only on this forum (!) becomes clearer and clearer when (new) owners call in with photographic evidence, is more alike with what one expects
from companies in other area's within Europe or beyond. 

 Perhaps the picture of a small company, where many employees had multiple, make-do tasks, is correct, and where the emphasis was on skilled production rather then on administration. 
 It also fits into the theory that only afterwards these batch numbers were used to set up a sort of serial numbering. 

 It would explain the spasmodic numbers that seemed to be punched as an ad-on like on my No.81 
  

In regards of this continually growing list of numbers turning up worldwide, it would be interesting to see where they show up. 
 If a 'new' list was drawn based on photographic evidence so as to rule out any mistakes, perhaps the (present)country location should be mentioned as well. 

 I for one have this theory that no 'identical twin' ended up within the same region, as I believe the Föhrenbach company made these high-end models mainly to order of foreign importers. 
 That at least would explain the relative high concentration of these rifles in New Zealand and South Africa, but if twins occurred by lack of oversight as a result of widely separated 'batch-

production' this should become plausible if we link present locations to these numbers. 
  

Mike Meijer 
 Falke 80/.177/ No.81 bought in Germany 

 Netherlands 
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Mike. It's certainly thought-provoking and I think you may well be onto something there! 

  
I have long found it confusing that certain features on the models 80 and 90 seem to appear quite randomly throughout the production, if we assume
the serial numbers are in fact sequential. Your idea of a parts bin with lapped taps and breeches waiting to be used as and when, out of sequence,
makes a lot of sense to me. 

  
I'm thinking, for example, of the pattern of the sight rails, which are either notched in order to fix the sights at intervals, or are smooth, giving
infinitely variable sight locations. The two types of rail seem to show up regardless of the rifle's serial no, yet were never offered to buyers as an option
AFAIK. If the loading tap number is in fact just a maker's mark to help match breech blocks to their individual plugs, it would then be possible to
imagine that Falke started with, say, the smooth sight rails and then adopted the notched rails as an improvement. 

  
Another feature that appears occasionally, on both low and high serial no. rifles but looks like a design innovation that you would expect to have been
added at a fixed point in time is the 'dished' breech. It's a useful feature. If you drop a pellet when loading, it's caught in the dish rather than falling on
the ground. 

  
But there are also arguments suggesting the loading tap numbers were at least an attempt (albeit failed!) to introduce a sequential numbering system.
A strong point is that not every model 80/90 has two sets of numbers - there are several rifles which have only a loading tap number and nothing under
the cylinder at all. Another is that many mods 80/90 I have seen have what look like maker's marks that include smaller than usual numbers (or letters,
IIRC?) stamps here and there - plainly unrelated to the loading tap numbers. 

  
Other questions arise. Why use digits at all to help keep components together, rather than the usual personalised dots, dashes, letters etc? In
particular, why bother using a three digit number, given the relatively low rate of production? Surely there would never be a need for, e.g. a "387" mark
when smaller numbers would be available without risking confusion? 

  
Could it be that for some years the factory stamped the numbers in strict sequence (while selling the rifles at different times) and then something
happened to upset the usual (Germanic!) precision. Maybe earlier number records were lost, or perhaps production slowed to a crawl in the final years
as the company headed for bankruptcy? Or were there other good reasons why the careful sequencing of numbers fell into disuse and caused duplicated
numbers to leave the production line? 

  
As for the geographical distribution of the Falkes that we know about, I'm afraid I've let the side down a bit here, simply because so many of these
rifles have emerged in recent years and have then been imported or exported elsewhere. I know of Falkes found in South Africa that are now in the US;
others that have gone from Germany to Netherlands, or to the UK, or the US; and rifles that have gone from New Zealand to the UK. Keeping track of
them has proved impossible. 

  
The serial number database is another source of potential confusion (on my part) because some of the numbers I have been given by collectors who I
believe are highly reputable and trustworthy but who, for one reason or another, have not supplied photographic or other conclusive evidence. Where
possible I have sought that evidence but it hasn't always been supplied or the pics provided are not clear. I believe the database is broadly accurate,
but it's quite possible there are one or two discrepancies within it. 
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Hello Garvin, 

  
I guess that, unless some people who actually worked on these rifles at A.Föhrenbach during the 50's can be interviewed, we can put thesis upon theory
as far as the odd numbering goes! 

 With time running against us however, the chance of getting information from the source is slimmer every day. 
  

The idea of marking with other marks than numerals is valid and widely practised. 
 Mind, my idea is that the serial numbering was an afterthought and not set up - at least not well excecuted!- in a pre-meditated way. 

 And so, perhaps the craftsmen were asked to pair the breech and fitted tap with these numbers instead - leading only to confusion as then one had to
know, quite literally, the score. 

  
And, what we do know is that Falke went bust, so we can imagine what hectic years, probabely with a diminishing workforce, A.Föhrenbach went
through right before that. 

 Plus, if the writing is on the wall, why not slam a fictitious number into breech or lever in a fit of frustration? 
 Clearly there was no overall control on these numbers. 

 In that sense, I would not be surprised if a rifle will turn up with even higher numbers, perhaps beyond the 400 mark. 
  

But the sobering thought is, that sofar we can only speculate: nothing that has turned up has helped to see a more clear line that was followed at Falke
Werke with these numerals in mind. Conclusion till now: it is a mess! 

  
As far as the spread of products go, I think it is not too late to get a better picture here. 

 Collecting Falkes is not a long established hobby plus one does not likely have too many of them. 
 My point is that most present day owners are likely to recall where their rifles were coming from, and at this point in time we could therefore

reasonably well establish the spread of these few hundred 'Unterspanners'. 
  

No scientific research, just seeing if some picture of spread would emerge specifically with those twin numbers in mind. 
 I do not mind to receive reactions from anybody who realises he/she has a 'double', based on the excisting list. 

 The reaction would be (idealy a photograph of) the number, model and calibre, and country where it was bought, if no reasonable different history is
known about the background of the rifle. 

  
Just an idea, that might take time to gell as this site is likely visited by not too many 'members', on not too many occasions. 

  
Regards, Mike 
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